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SITUATION
THE COUNTY OF SUCHA is situated in the south-western part of the Małopolska Voivodship (Lesser Poland). It borders with the County of Żywiec (to the west), the Counties of
Wadowice and Myślenice (to the north and east) as well as with the County of Nowy Targ
and Slovakia (to the south). It consists of nine communes: Budzów, Bystra-Sidzina, the commune and the town of Jordanów, Maków Podhalański, Stryszawa, Sucha Beskidzka, Zawoja
and Zembrzyce. The above-mentioned communes comprise 37 locations with the total
population of 82,900. The area of the county (685,7 square kilometres) is a typical mountain
terrain. In its southern part there are the Beskid Żywiecki Mountains with the Babia Góra
Range and its highest peak of Mount Babia (Babia Góra – 1,725 m above sea level), the
Polica Range (the Polica Mountain – 1,369 m above sea level), as well as the Jałowiec
Range (the Jałowiec Mountain – 1,111 m above sea level). The northern part consists of:
the Leskowiec and Łamana Skała Range (the Leskowiec Mountain – 918 m above sea level,
the Łamana Skała Mountain – 929 m above sea level) in the Little Beskid Mountains as well
as the Koskowa Mountain Range (866 m above sea level) in the Beskid Makowski Mountains. The County of Sucha is densely covered with forests. The forests and forest areas cover
almost 50% of its area. In some communes of the county this percentage is much higher,
e.g. in the Zawoja Commune – 61%. The Skawa River is the main river of the county, and
three towns are situated on its banks: Sucha Beskidzka, Maków Podhalański and Jordanów.
The following rivers create its basin: Osielec, Wieprzec, Żarnowianka and Paleczka (the
right bank), the Toporzyski Brook, Bystrzanka, Cadynka, Skawica, Stryszawka and Tarnawka
(the left bank). The northern part of the County is occupied with a large part of the Świnna
Poręba Water Reservoir, which is expected to be opened in the year 2010, after the completion of the long-term construction works at the dam on the Skawa River. National road
No.28 (Wadowice – Przemyśl) crosses the county, as well as regional road No.946 (Sucha
Beskidzka – Żywiec, and further towards Silesia), and also regional road No.956 (Zembrzyce
– Biertowice, and further towards Cracow), the latter being a convenient option of getting
to the Babia Góra region from the capital of the Małopolska Voivodship, and the regional
road No.957 (via Zawoja to Jabłonka in Orava). National road E-7 (from the north of Poland
to the border crossing with Slovakia in Chyżne) runs along the eastern peripheries of the
Sucha County. Trains from and to Zakopane stop at the railway junction in Sucha Beskidzka.
Two railway lines intersect here: Żywiec – Sucha Beskidzka and Cracow – Skawina – Kalwaria
Zebrzydowska – Sucha Beskidzka – Maków Podhalański – Chabówka – Zakopane. The main
towns of the county have a good bus and minibus connection with Cracow. The capital of the
county also has a direct connection with such destinations as Zakopane, Nowy Sącz, Katowice, Cieszyn, Krosno, Warsaw and Wrocław.
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ECONOMY
THE COUNTY OF SUCHA is a dynamically
developing region with a large concentration
of small and medium manufacturing companies. Wood treatment and processing as well
as furniture manufacturing are the leading
branches having long traditions in the county.
The development of the economic potential
and the investment implementation in the
region is especially supported by: the convenient network of road and rail connections, the proximity of the large urban agglomerations
(Silesia and Cracow), location in the Slovakia borderland, nearby the border with the Czech
Republic, as well as a well-functioning business-friendly environment of local authorities,
institutions, offices, banks, insurance companies, and economic associations.
The County of Sucha has a well-deserved reputation of a safe area, which is important both
for the entrepreneurs and the residents, as well as for all visitors to the region of Babia Góra.
It is worth mentioning that the county boasts a high standard of educational institutions.
Apart from the network of high schools, there are also post-secondary schools and two
colleges offering undergraduate studies based in Sucha Beskidzka: the Higher School
of Tourism and Ecology (Wyższa Szkoła Turystyki i Ekologii) and the Teacher Training College
(Nauczycielskie Kolegium Języków Obcych) – a branch of the Jagiellonian University of Cracow. The county also boasts a modern health service with a highly valued Regional Hospital
in Sucha Beskidzka, as well as an integrated emergency system (Rescue Communications
Centre) coordinating the activities of medical and fire rescue systems.
Environment protection issues are of great significance both to the region and to the entrepreneurs’ activity in the area. It is worth emphasising that the county boasts a wellfunctioning waste disposal system and its particular communes are completing the works
concerning a complex restructuring of their water-refuge management systems.
The region of Babia Góra looks forward to developing other branches of economy and investment, particularly tourism and recreation, as well as industry that is friendly to natural
environment.

CULTURE
THE COUNTY OF SUCHA is inhabited
by three highlander’s ethnic groups:
the Żywiec Highlanders (on the western
ends of the county), the Kliszczacy
Highlanders (in the east and northeast)
and the largest group – the Babia Góra
Highlanders (in the south). This division,
mostly conventional nowadays, is reflected especially in folklore. Differences
in traditional costumes are most evident. Today such costumes are worn mainly by the
members of regional music bands. Cultivating the cultural heritage of the region is one
of the objectives implemented by local authorities and institutions coordinated by them,
as well as by various associations, parishes and Village Housewives’ Associations. They
supervise the activity of regional bands, they act as patrons and organisers of various
competitions and folklore events.
The most important cultural events in the Region of Babia Góra are: Babiogórskie
Podłazy – Christmas Carol Singing Competition, Easter Dish and Palm Contest in Budzów,
Folk Toy Festival in Stryszawa, The Echo Brass Orchestra Festival in the Jordanów Commune, Sucha Beskidzka Folklore Encounters, Beskid Culture Week in Maków Podhalański,
County Harvest Festival, Babia Góra Autumn Folk Festival in Zawoja. Throughout the year
particular communes of the Sucha County organise their own cultural and sports events,
e.g. Days of Sucha Beskidzka, Days of Maków Podhalański, Days of Jordanów Region,
Days of Budzów Commune, Days of Zembrzyce Commune.
In the Babia Góra Region there are numerous folk artists, whose works are presented
at local, national and international exhibitions. The most renowned and easily recognisable local handicraft products are: the Maków embroidery, the Stryszawa wooden
folk toys (especially colourful birds), wicker and cane products and crepe paper products.
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BUDZÓW
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS : 8,400

THE COMMUNE lies in the north-eastern part of the Sucha County, on the Paleczka
river and its basin. The important road connecting Sucha Beskidzka with Cracow
(regional road No.965 Zembrzyce – Biertowice) crosses the area of the commune.
The following villages belong to the commune: Baczyn, Bieńkówka, Budzów,
Jachówka, Palcza and Zachełmna. All these villages were probably established during
the reign of the king Casimir the Great in the second part of the 14th century.
Some examples of traditional wooden architecture and a number of chapels,
wooden crosses and figures from 18th and 19th century can still be found
in this area.

URZĄD GMINY BUDZÓW
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES IN BUDZÓW)
34-211 Budzów 445
tel. +48 33 874 00 22
tel./fax +48 33 874 00 31
www.budzow.pl
e-mail: gmina@budzow.pl

The local community has been manufacturing home-made wicker and cane products.
The landscape and climate properties, forests with numerous species of berries and
mushrooms attract tourists seeking a perfect place for a calm and relaxing stay.
The south periphery of the commune, the range of Koskowa Mountain, is an easily
accessible viewing point, one of the best in the Beskid Mountains.
The commune borders with the planned Świnna Poręba Water Reservoir, which
in the future will facilitate the development of tourism and recreation in the area.
Three marked hiking trails cross the area of the commune. Bicycle and horse-riding
trails are successively prepared.
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BYSTRA
– SIDZINA
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 6,470

THE COMMUNE consists of two villages, Bystra and Sidzina, situated in the
valley of the Bystrzanka Brook, the left
basin of the Skawa River, at the southern foot of the Polica Mountain Range
(1,369 metres above sea level), in the
vicinity of the Żywiec Beskid. The railway line Cracow – Zakopane runs
through the northern periphery of the
commune. Both villages were founded
in the 16th century. It is known from the
historical documents that already in the
late 16th century there was a wooden
church in Sidzina. Among the commune’s tourist attractions, the open-air
museum situated in the Sidzina’s settlement of Bińkówka is especially interesting. The museum is a branch of the
Orava Ethnographical Reserve in Zubrzyca Górna. It boasts three historic cottages dating
from the period between the 18th and 20th centuries, a 19th-century granary with an
exhibition on the actions of the resistance movement in the Sidzina vicinity during the
Second World War, a smithy and a Loretto belfry. The parish church with the renowned
miraculous painting of the Sidzińska Virgin Mary located in the left side altar in the nave
is another interesting monumental building in the area. The ‘Abraham Oak’ growing next
to the church was planted, according to tradition, on the grave of the Sidzina residents
who had lost their lives in the battle with the Swedes in 1655.

URZĄD GMINY BYSTRA–SIDZINA
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES OF BYSTRA–SIDZINA)
34-235 Bystra 373
tel. +48 18 268 12 20, +48 18 268 12 21
fax +48 18 268 12 91
www.bystra-sidzina.pl
e-mail: ugbs@poczta.onet.pl

The beauty of landscape, picturesque location, specific microclimate, crystal clear brooks
and forests with numerous species of wild berries and mushrooms are the biggest assets
of the commune in its development of individual and mass tourism. Five marked tourist
trails cross the area of the commune, including the red route (Main Beskid Mountain
Trail) running through the Krupowa Pasture, the Polica Mountain, the Krowiarki Pass
and further to Mount Babia, and the green route from the village of Sidzina to the Polish
Tourist Country-Lovers’ Association (PTTK) tourist hostel on the Krupowa Pasture, one
of the most popular hostels in the south of Poland. Cyclists can use two bicycle trails
in the area.
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JORDANÓW
the commune
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 10,650

THE COMMUNE consists of five
villages, Łętownia, Naprawa,
Osielec, Toporzysko and Wysoka,
lying in the peripheries of the
Makowski Beskid Mountains,
Wyspowy Beskid Mountains and
Żywiecki Beskid Mountains. Apart
from Łętownia situated on the
Łętówka River, the left basin of
the Raba River, the remaining villages are situated on the upper course of the Skawa River
and its basin. The national road E-7 runs along the eastern periphery of the commune and
the national road No.28 crosses the commune from the east to the west.
Łętownia is the oldest settlement in the commune dating back to the 14th century.
The historic roots of the remaining villages belonging to the commune of Jordanów
are associated with the settlement actions carried out in this area by the Jordan family
of Zakliczyn in the 16th century.
The early 17th-century Fortress Mansion in Wysoka is one of the most precious monumental buildings in the commune. The mansion is surrounded with a landscape park
and a garden. The wooden in Łętownia erected in the years 1760–65 is an outstanding
example of Polish wooden sacral architecture. In Osielec tourists can find an interesting
building of the parish church constructed in the years 1838–55 in the so-called Emperor
Joseph II style. The monument standing in the military cemetery in Wysoka commemorates the heroic behaviour of the village’s community supporting the troops of the 10th
Motorised Cavalry Brigade under the command of Col. Stanisław Maczek fighting a battle
against the numerically superior Nazi forces on the 1st and 2nd of September 1939.
The village was granted the Medal of Grunwald Cross.

URZĄD GMINY JORDANÓW
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES IN JORDANÓW)
ul. Rynek 2, 34-240 Jordanów
tel. +48 18 269 35 10, +48 18 269 35 11
fax +48 18 269 35 26
www.gmina-jordanow.rubikon.pl
e-mail: gmina-jordanow@rubikon.pl

Forests, picturesque hills, rivers and
mountain creeks as well as the neighbourhood of the Podhale and Orava
regions make this area a perfect destination for both short and longer visits.
Six marked tourist trails, two bicycle
trails and a horse-riding trail leading
through the premises of the Toporzysko
horse-riding centre cross the commune.
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JORDANÓW
the town
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 5,210

THE TOWN is situated on
the right bank of the Skawa
river, in the vicinity of the
Makowski Beskid, Wyspowy
Beskid and Żywiecki Beskid
mountains. The railway line
Cracow – Zakopane and the
national road No.28 from
Wadowice to Nowy Sącz
pass through Jordanów.
The town was founded by
virtue of the privilege of
the King Sigismund August in 1564 by the Cracow Voivod Wawrzyniec Spytek Jordan
of Zakliczyn. In the forthcoming years and centuries the town frequently changed its
owners, among others the families of Zebrzydowski and Sierakowski. In the 16th and
17th centuries the famous cattle fair was regularly organised in Jordanów. In the recent
history the town of Jordanów became famous for its heroic defence against the Nazis in
September 1939 (Jordanów was granted the Medal of Grunwald Cross).
The town boasts three historic brick neo-Gothic buildings, erected at the turn of the
19th and 20th centuries according to a design by the famous architect Jan Sas-Zubrzycki
– the town hall situated in the centre of the market square, the corner building with
a little turret-resembling tower (at present the Jordanów Commune Office – Rynek 2)
and the church, which houses a renowned miraculous painting of the Virgin Mary of
Difficult Trust in God dating back to the 17th century. The wooden 18th-century mansion
in the Chrobacze district is also worth visiting.

URZĄD MIASTA JORDANÓW
(TOWN HALL IN JORDANÓW)
Rynek 1, 34-240 Jordanów
tel./fax +48 18 267 55 54, +48 18 267 55 16
www.jordanow.pl
e-mail: miasto@jordanow.pl

Nowadays Jordanów stretching between the easy hills of Hajdówka and Przykrzec
is not only a perfect place for a relaxing summertime and wintertime stay, but also
– thanks to a specific microclimate recommended by specialists – numerous illnesses
might be cured here, mainly pulmonological problems. Four marked tourist trails cross
Jordanów and a bicycle route has its starting point in the town.
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MAKÓW
PODHALAŃSKI
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 16,130

THE TOWN AND THE COMMUNE. Apart from the town of Maków Podhalański, the local
administrative centre, the commune consists of six villages, Białka, Grzechynia, Juszczyn,
Kojszówka, Wieprzec and Żarnówka, lying in the Makowski Beskid Mountains. The southern
territory of the commune also embraces a part of the Żywiec Beskid Mountains. Particular locations are situated along the Skawa river and its basin. The railway line Kraków – Zakopane
as well as the national road No.28 Wadowice – Nowy Sącz cross the area of the commune.
The origins of Maków Podhalański date back to the second half of the 14th century.
The remains of huge furnace walls of the ‘Maurycy’ steelworks (the so-called Hamernia)
remind of the development of metallurgy in this area in the 19th century. At the end
of the same century, the embroidery school was established and the so-called Maków
embroidery became famous not only in Poland.

URZĄD MIEJSKI W MAKOWIE PODHALAŃSKIM
(TOWN HALL IN MAKÓW PODHALAŃSKI)
ul. Szpitalna 3, 34-220 Maków Podhalański
tel. +48 33 877 15 08, +48 33 874 97 00
fax +48 33 877 15 22, +48 33 874 97 51
www.makow-podhalanski.um.pl
e-mail: makow-podhalanski@um.pl

For a short period in the 1920’s Maków was the capital of county. The Parish Church
erected in the years 1697–1701 (thoroughly renovated in the years 1828–33) boasts
a renowned miraculous 16th-century lime-tree board painting of the Virgin Mary
the Family Protector in the main altar. On 10th June, 1979 Pope John Paul II during
the memorable mass on the Cracow Blonie Meadows crowned the Madonna of Maków
with papal crowns.
Healthy and curative microclimate, whose properties were discovered already in the early
20th century, as well as the beauty of landscape – easy mountain slopes, flowery pastures and crystal clear brooks – attract numerous tourists every year. Six marked tourist
trails, three bicycle trails and a horse-riding trail run through the area of the commune.
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STRYSZAWA
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 11,760

THE COMMUNE consists of eight villages: Hucisko, Krzeszów, Kuków, Kurów, Lachowice,
Pewelka, Stryszawa and Targoszów. The commune lies in the borderline of the Little
Beskid and the Żywiec Beskid Mountains, at the foot of the Jałowiec Mountain
(1,111 metres above sea level) in the south, the Leskowiec Mountain (922 metres above
sea level) and the Łamana Skała Mountain (929 metres above sea level) in the north.
The Stryszawka is the biggest river in the area. The Lachówka, Kocońka and Targoszówka
brooks create the basin of the Stryszawka river. The national road No.946 and the railway
line connecting Żywiec and Sucha Beskidzka lead through the area of the commune.
The wooden church in Lachowice erected in the years 1789–91 is the most precious
monumental building in the commune since it is one of the most important examples

URZĄD GMINY STRYSZAWA
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES IN STRYSZAWA)
Stryszawa 17, 34-223 Lachowice
tel./fax +48 33 874 72 26, +48 33 874 72 72
www.stryszawa.ug.pl
e-mail: stryszawa@ug.pl

of sacral wooden architecture in the whole Małopolska (Lesser Poland) Region. The late
19th-century mansion in Stryszawa built for the Forest Administration is also worth visiting. Stryszawa alongside with the neighbouring villages have been one of the biggest
centres of folk wooden toy manufacturing in Poland.
Several marked tourist trails and bicycle trails cross the area of the commune. The richness of nature, thick forest complexes, climate properties and the beauty of landscapes
make the Stryszawa commune a perfect place for family holidays in numerous agrotourism farms offering regional cuisine based on local ecological products. The tourism farms
of Stryszawa are highly recommended since they became model examples for numerous
similar farms in other parts of Poland.
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SUCHA
BESKIDZKA
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 9,630

THE CAPITAL of
the Sucha County is
situated in the valley,
on the Skawa and
Stryszawka rivers,
surrounded with the
three parts of the
Beskid Mountains:
Żywiec, Makowski
and Little, in the junctions of the national
road No.28 with the
regional road No.946
and the junction of the
railway line Cracow – Zakopane with the railway line Żywiec – Nowy Sącz. The oldest
mention of Sucha from 1405 relates to the location of the settlement. In the past the
town and its surroundings used to belong to several famous Polish noble families (Komorowski, Wielopolski, Branicki, Tarnowski).
The biggest tourist attraction of Sucha Beskidzka is a well-preserved magnificent
Renaissance castle, called ‘Little Wawel’, which alongside with the surrounding park,
orangery and the so-called ‘Gardener’s House’ create a coherent complex. The recently
opened Municipal Museum is one of the attractions worth visiting in the Castle. Sucha
Beskidzka also boasts some other fascinating monumental buildings: the early 17thcentury church and monastery complex and the wooden ‘Rzym’ (Rome) Inn at the Market Square. On the Jasień Mountain there is a chapel devoted to the Bar Confederates
knights who fought a series of battles against the Russian army.

URZĄD MIEJSKI W SUCHEJ BESKIDZKIEJ
(TOWN HALL IN SUCHA BESKIDZKA)
ul. Mickiewicza 19, 34-200 Sucha Beskidzka
tel. +48 33 874 23 41
fax +48 33 874 22 66
www.sucha-beskidzka.pl
e-mail: sucha-beskidzka@sucha-beskidzka.pl

The town is an important local administrative, trade, service and educational center.
The Higher School of Tourism and Ecology as well as the Teacher Training College are
based in Sucha Beskidzka.
Four marked tourist trails, several bicycle trails and a horse-riding trail lead from the
town to the nearby mountains. The Municipal Sightseeing Route marked with whiteblue squares takes tourists to the most interesting places in Sucha Beskidzka. Swimmers can use the indoor swimming pool on a daily basis. The town attracts visitors
with its interesting tourist offer all around the year.
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ZAWOJA
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS : 9,050

THE VILLAGES
of Zawoja and Skawica
create the commune,
the former settlement
being one of the biggest villages in Poland.
The commune lies
in the valley of the
Skawica river, the left
basin of the Skawa
river, at the northern
foot of Mount Babia,
between the Jałowiec Mountain Range and the Polica Mountain Range. The regional
road No.957, leading to Orava via the Krowiarki Pass (1,012 metres above sea level),
crosses the area of the commune. Skawica and Zawoja were both founded in the 16th
century, nevertheless the latter became an independent village in the late 18th century.
The wooden church in the centre of Zawoja was built in 1888 owing to the foundation
of the then-owner of Zawoja, Albrecht Habsburg, on the site of an older church erected
130 years earlier. The interior furnishing dates mostly from the 18th century. The local
highlanders belong to the ethnic group of the Babia Góra Highlanders. The Babia Góra
Architecture Open Air Museum, run by the Polish Tourist Country-Lovers’ Association
(PTTK) and located in Zawoja Markowe Rówienki, exhibits 19th-century and earlly 20thcentury cottages typical for the region. Zawoja is the seat of the Babia Góra National Park
established in 1954. In the National Park’s Educational Centre tourists can visit the fine
exhibition of the flora of Babia Góra region as well as the Botanical Garden. In Markowe
Szczawiny, below the peak of Mount Babia, there is a popular tourist hostel

URZĄD GMINY ZAWOJA
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES IN ZAWOJA)
34-222 Zawoja 1307
tel. +48 33 877 54 00
fax +48 33 877 50 15
www.zawoja.pl
e-mail: ug@zawoja.pl

Numerous marked tourist trails, three
bicycle trails and several horse-riding
trails cross the area of the commune.
Nowadays Zawoja is one of the most
attractive holiday resorts in the south
of Poland. Owing to the breathtaking
mountaneous landscapes with the
dominating massif of Mount Babia
(called ‘the Queen of Beskids’), unique
eco-system as well as a long tradition
of tourism in the area, the commune
of Zawoja is a perfect place for various
kinds of recreation all year round.
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ZEMBRZYCE
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS: 5,600

THE COMMUNE consists
of five villages lying in the
territory of the Little and
Makowski Beskid Mountains:
Marcówka, Śleszowice, Tarnawa
Dolna, Tarnawa Górna and
Zembrzyce. The two mountain
groups are divided by the valley
of the Skawa river. The railway
line Cracow – Zakopane, the
national road No.28 and the
regional road No.956 cross the
area of the commune.
The oldest settlements in the
commune date from the early
14th century. On the left bank
of the Skawa river there are
remains of the fortress mansion
erected by Jan Zembrzycki in
the 16th century. According to
archeologists, there used to be a large settlement in the period of Lusatian culture in this
place. Zembrzyce is famous for tanning industry. It is believed that the local community
learned the skill of leather processing from the Tartar captives imprisoned in Zembrzyce.
In the centre of the village there is a classicistic mansion with a four-column portico
erected in the years 1807–10 (currently renovated).

URZĄD GMINY ZEMBRZYCE
(COMMUNE AUTHORITIES IN ZEMBRZYCE)
34-210 Zembrzyce 540
tel. +48 33 874 60 02, +48 33 874 60 40
fax +48 33 877 07 00
www.zembrzyce.pl
e-mail: gmina@zembrzyce.pl

The commune of Zembrzyce is a place in which tourists can find peace, relaxation
and a direct contact with nature. In the nearest future the area will become even more
attractive thanks to the construction of the Świnna Poręba Water Reservoir on the
Skawa River. Three tourist trails crossing the area of the commune lead to the Little
and Makowski Beskid Mountains. Bicycle and horse-riding trails are also available
to tourists.
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NATURE
IN THE SOUTH PERIPHERY
of the Sucha County, the Babia Góra
National Park was established in
1954. The highest part of the Mount
Babia massif is located within the
park with the perfectly visible layered
arrangement of flora – lower subalpine forest, upper sub-alpine forest,
dwarf mountain pine zone and alpine
flora zone. The number of alpine
species present here is as high as 70, and such plants as laser-wort (which is a symbol of the
Babia Góra National Park) and Alpine mouse ear are indigenous only to this part of Poland.
Furthermore, large parts of the old Carpatian forest and the genuine spruce forest have
been preserved here. The fauna world is represented by, for instance, bears, wolves, wild
boars, deer, lynxes and wood grouses. In recognition of its unique natural values, the Babia
Góra National Park was included into the international network of the UNESCO biosphere
reserves in 1977 (the Man and the Biosphere Program – MaB).
There are also two nature reserves in the Region of Babia Góra. The Klemensiewicz Nature
Reserve at the Polica Mountain (Rezerwat na Policy im. Z. Klemensiewicza) covers the top
parts of the Polica Mountain and its northern slope (the river spring area for the Skawica
Górna River) and has the area of nearly 60 hectares, The other nature reserve called „At the
Polica Mountain” (Na Policy) is located on the southern slope of the mountain and covers
the area of more than 13 hectares. Both nature reserves protect the natural upper alpine
forest stand of Carpathian spruce.
The north-western periphery of the county is part of the Little Beskid Mountains Landscape
Park (Park Krajobrazowy Beskidu Małego). It comprises a picturesque fragment of the main
ridge of the mountain group in the vicinity of the Leskowiec and Łamana Skała Mountains
together with their forested southern slopes.

TOURISM
THE GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION of the Babia Góra region offers numerous possibilities of practising hiking tourism, cycling and horse-riding. Ski lifts attract ski-madness
lovers, and the cross-country skiers can find interesting terrains here. Swimmers are
welcome to use the indoor swimming pool in Sucha Beskidzka. In the summertime
one can also swim in the crystal-clear mountain rivers and brooks. In the coming years
extremely favourable water sport conditions are going to be created thanks to the
Skawa reservoir and dam construction underway.
Tourists seeking relax on nature’s bosom will certainly enjoy nearby forests abundant
in mushrooms and forest fruit. Anglers are welcome to taste the fish from the mountain
rivers. Delicious traditional cuisine is another tourist attraction of the Babia Góra Region. Local specialities are served in several regional inns.
The County of Sucha is covered with a dense network of marked hiking trails running
through picturesque mountain ranges. The most popular and the most often visited
is Mount Babia, also called ‘The Queen of Beskid Mountains’ (1,725 metres above sea
level). It offers a breathtaking and unforgettable experience of observing the sunrise
from its top. Apart from Mount Babia, hike lovers can choose among some very interesting trails leading across the Jałowiec Mountain (1,111 metres above sea level), the
Polica Mountain (1,369 metres above sea level), the Koskowa Mountain (866 metres
above sea level), the Leskowiec Mountain (918 metres above sea level) and other
mountains in the county. There are two most important trails crossing the Region
of Babia Góra: the Main Beskid Mountain Trail and the Little Beskid Mountain Trail.
In recent years dozens of educational trails have been created in order to allow to get
to know the nature of this area.
Several local bicycle trails with a varied level of difficulty were also prepared for cycling lovers on the territory of the Babia Góra Region. Furthermore the long-distance
Bicycle Amber Trail crosses the County of Sucha (Budapest – Cracow – Gdańsk), which
is part of the Greenways Trails. The marking of ‘Babia Góra Loop’, a bicycle trail around
the highest peak in the West Beskid Mountains, is now underway.
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In 2007 the local activist group called ‘Podbabiogórze LGD’ commenced working on the
Leader+ Project that aims at designing an eco-museum bicycle trail called “The Babia
Góra Region Tourist Attractions and Local Products Trail,” connecting some interesting
places associated with the cultural heritage of the region. Planning the bicycle escapades
one has to remember about the mountainous character of these trails and consider the
marking of the varied difficulty levels.
The natural beauty of the Babia Góra region can also be admired from a horse back since all
of the Beskid Mountains are perfect for horse-riding tourism. The Trans-Beskid Horseback
Riding Trail runs along the southern peripheries of the Sucha County. There are also nearly
150 kilometres of local trails and five horse-riding centres in the region offering horsebackriding courses. Such a network of facilities allows to plan longer horse-riding tours in the area.
Tourists can visit the County of Sucha using some theme trails. The Wooden Architecture
Trail crosses the Babia Góra region connecting wooden churches (e.g. in Łętownia and
Zawoja), open-air museums (in Zawoja Markowa and Sidzina) and the ‘Rzym’ (Rome)
wooden inn in Sucha Beskidzka. The ‘Małopolska Papal Trail’ embraces places associated
with Pope John Paul II. The Carpatian Tourist Railway Trail connects more than 130 stations in Southern Poland. In Zawoja one can visit the Małopolska Fruit Trail along which
there are marked households offering home-made fruit specialities and other local products. Blueberries are typical for the Zawoja Fruit Trail.
THE POLISH-SLOVAKIAN BORDERLAND
It is worth emphasising that the Slovakian borderland area to the south from Mount Babia
is very attractive for tourists, both in the wintertime (skiing areas) and in the summertime
(hiking and bicycle trails, water sports on the Orava Lake). It is not a competition to the
tourist offer of the Sucha County, rather an additional asset, an opportunity to make your
stay in the county more attractive and interesting by paying at least a short visit to the
Slovakian neighbour. Such trans-border hikes are possible thanks to the marked hiking
tourist trails, Polish-Slovakian educational trail as well as bicycle trails.
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